
reader's choice board
Using a novel of your choice,

choose one of these squares to
complete. 

 
Each square is filled with multiple

tasks to complete your
assignment. You must complete
all tasks in your chosen square to

receive full credit. 

 
With your teacher's OK, you can
choose tasks in other squares to

complete. 

1 Act Play Museum Exhibit

3D Scene Before or After Interactive Journal

You will write a play. It has only 1
act but can have multiple scenes 

You will create an exhibit with
information and 1 artifact. 

You will design an important scene
from the book in a diorama.

You will write a chapter explaining
what happened before the story

starts or what happens after it ends. 

You will create an journal
highlighting each chapter with

photos, drawing, text, and more.

create an organizer with
your characters, scenes,

and key actions

write your play in the
format of a script. 

include stage directions,
dialogue, and costuming

in your script.

create an organizer with 3
key details to highlight in

your museum exhibit.

create 1 "artifact" for your
exhibit and write a label
explaining it's meaning.

design a brochure or flyer
with details about your

exhibit and what's featured.

create an organizer
listing the scene details

you want to feature. 

design your diorama
with each detail you

listed out. 

create labels for key features
write a brief overview about

the diorama.

create an organizer with
details about the characters,

setting, and action. 

write your forward
(beginning) or epilogue

(after) for the story.

Using your organizer, write
notes about why your

made the choices you did. 

organize your journal
with a table of contents

for each chapter  

fill in each section with
photos, drawings, or other
materials to highlight the
theme, main events, and

character actions for each
chapter. (c
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